Take your event outdoors!
We offer a range of activities from canyoning, abseiling to adventure races; integrated with archery,
paintball and fun games where the whole team can get involved at a level that suits them; have a
good laugh and blow away the cobwebs before, during or even after your conference.
We cater for most ages and physical abilities.

On site at Waitakere Estate, we can offer:
Abseiling
If you’ve no time for canyoning but would like to do something to challenge your team, we have
two alternative abseiling experiences situated in the grounds of Waitakere Estate.
The Canopy View Abseil – 1.5hrs $95pp (minimum $950)
A 28m abseil that starts off as a gentle ramp that will eases you over the edge and have you
descending a vertical wall, while surrounded by beautiful native bush. This abseil is situated a 2minute walk from the Waitakere Estate conference rooms. A good challenge, but also an activity
suited to most groups.
Rainforest Waterfall – 2.5hrs $145pp (minimum $1450)
After honing your skills with some basic abseil practice we head into the bush, following a steam.
There you will face three abseils, the biggest of which is 30m, as well as some other obstacles that
you’ll have to work together as a team to overcome. Most of the time you will be in ankle to kneedeep water, but the last abseil will shower you, so bring spare dry clothes! A great option for big
groups, with a variety of fitness and ability levels, that want adventure and don’t mind getting wet.
Adventure Race
The team is split into groups to race against each other, with a series of problem-solving activities.
It’s all about fun, being in the outdoors and having a good laugh.
Approximately 2hrs $95pp (ideal group size 10-40pax)

Included in your Adventure Race are activities such as paintball target shooting, blindfolded mazes,
navigation, archery and communication challenges! This program can expose real challenges faced
by teams in their work place in a fun non-threatening way.

In Piha (approximately 20min drive from the estate), we can offer:
The Rogaine Race
Approximately 3hrs $95pp (ideal group size 20+pax)
A navigational challenge with maps and compasses, where teams compete against each other and
the clock to make it to various checkpoints. The race is set up to ensure you see the best of Piha – a
day of physical activity set in a spectacular setting. To break up the racing we often integrate in
some Adventure Race challenges.
Canyoning
The Piha Canyon is set in the picturesque hills behind Piha beach. In this steep sided volcanic rock
valley, there are a series of thundering waterfalls that cascade their way down the valley towards
the ocean. Experience the exhilaration of abseiling over the majestic Kitekite falls, as well as
descending down a narrow slot canyon. It doesn’t stop there though, with a cave, jumps, and idyllic
natural rock pools to swim in. Allowing you access, to hidden pools and water sculptured gorges
that are otherwise inaccessible. This is a step up from the Rainforest abseiling at the Estate.
Piha Half Day – 4hrs $185pp (minimum 4pax)
An ideal introduction to the excitement and beauty of canyoning, perfect for those on a tight
schedule with flexible departure times. Ideal for big groups with varying skill and fitness levels, such
as corporate functions, team building or Christmas parties.
Also available: Piha Full Day – 6hrs $215pp / Piha by Night – 4hrs $215pp (minimum 4pax)
Discounted rates for bigger groups.
For further information visit www.awoladventures.co.nz or call us on 09 834 0501

